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Abstract—Sentiment analysis is an emerging discipline with many analytical tools available. This project aimed to examine a number of tools regarding their suitability for healthcare data. A comparison between commercial and non-commercial tools was made using responses from an online survey which evaluated design changes made to a clinical information service. The commercial tools were Semantria and TheySay and the non-commercial tools were WEKA and Google Prediction API. Different approaches were followed for each tool to determine the polarity of each response (i.e. positive, negative or neutral). Overall, the non-commercial tools outperformed their commercial counterparts. However, due to the different features offered by the tools, specific recommendations are made for each. In addition, single-sentence responses were tested in isolation to determine the extent to which they more clearly express a single polarity. Further work can be done to establish the relationship between single-sentence responses and the sentiment they express.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much can be gained by extracting sentiment from healthcare information, including views from beneficiaries such as patients. However, the inherent complexity of biomedical tests (e.g. due to the use of abbreviations and frequent misspellings) make the health information services one of the most difficult field for text analytics to be applied.

Consequently, there is a large volume of research aimed at providing improvements in this field, partly due to the benefits associated – better heath care for humans. Byrd et. al. [1], for example, focused on predicting heart failure by developing a NLP procedure to identify the signs and symptoms associated with the condition. The aim was to assist in the decision support for early detection of heart failure. They faced problems while transferring data from Electronic Heath Record (EHR) due to spelling errors - a common problem that creates confusion in the healthcare domain. Since part of our project is to ensure healthcare-related survey responses are analysed correctly, it is believed sentiment analysis could assist the patient-doctor communication and enhance patient’s experience. It could also help with the analysis of EHR data.

In addition, systems like BioTeKS exist that “support problem-solving in life science by analysing biomedical text” [2]. In general, most researchers focus on creating a system or algorithm that is usually fully customisable depending on the goal of the project. Our focus, however, was to evaluate available sentiment analysis tools with healthcare survey data.

Our investigation was influenced by the study of [3]. Considering the popularity of the Social Web and its ability to “capture the “pulse” of the society in real time” [3], they focused on Technosocial Predictive Analytics (TPA) by examining different technologies and tools, such as ‘Who Is Sick’, a location-aware service and ‘Google Flu Trends’, which estimates flu activity. They concluded that TPA is a powerful method in the healthcare field and that “as the technology develops it will provide more sophisticated and reliable tools for public health use” [3]. Although, our project is not focused on the Social Web per se, we wanted to explore whether the technology has developed as predicted, focusing on sentiment analysis and healthcare.

II. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is concerned with the investigation of opinions, thoughts and feelings. It is used as a tool to understand Natural Language Processing (NLP). It aims to determine the thoughts of the speaker or writer regarding a specific subject or topic [4] or simply to identify the overall polarity of a document (classification). In other words, it extracts and retrieves information from unstructured raw data, which are usually presented in the form of judgement or evaluation and reflect any kind of emotion. Hence, it can be found useful in these areas:

- Surveys: analyse open-ended questions [5].
- Business and Governments: ensure consistent and accurate information provision that can assist in the decision-making process [6, 7], as well as monitor the sources for increases in hostile or negative communication [8].
- Consumer feedback: analyse reviews to increase the consumer experience and satisfaction.
- Health: manage and analyse biomedical text that can help in treating diseases and speed up the drug-discovery process, in order to enhance the health of humans [2].
III. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The main aim of this project was to assess the difficulty of analysing sentiment in the healthcare domain. The complexity associated with this field was mentioned above, so the goal was to investigate whether existing SA tools can respond to the needs of any healthcare-related matter. Technology has profoundly changed the way the healthcare system works by introducing, amongst others, EHR, advisory websites and computerised systems in the workplace. In this work, we were mostly concerned with data from patient feedback and evaluation of healthcare services. We believe that an accurate analysis of human language could contribute positively to both the patient’s and doctor’s experience.

The secondary aim was to find an appropriate tool on the market that could accurately extract the SA involved in the survey responses used in this project. There is a wide variety of tools on the market, but given the constraints we concentrated on two commercial and two non-commercial tools – how easy is it to configure the algorithms in the tools in order to assist users to make more informed decisions about their healthcare problems.

IV. RELATED WORK

A basic concept related to SA is subjectivity – since by definition subjective texts are expected to explicitly express feelings and beliefs that construct an opinion [9]. Hence, there are various studies that focus on understanding and recognising subjective sentences [9, 10]. However, due to the clear link between subjectivity and opinions, researchers tend to ignore objectivity in the belief that there is no significant loss of information. However, Benamara et al. [9] provide evidence to justify that sentiment can exist in both types of sentences by examining different combinations of subjective and objective sentences.

While subjectivity and objectivity are important in analysing sentiment there are other, more complicated and difficult concepts to consider when dealing with raw data, especially with survey data. Sarcasm is one and it is commonly found in reviews, feedbacks and survey data. People use sarcasm to say exactly the opposite of what they really mean. They are not lying, as they give their honest opinion for a specific product or service, but they do it in a sarcastic way. Identifying sarcasm in the text is difficult, especially when using artificial intelligence systems. Humans are generally better at recognising sarcasm, but due to its unclear nature, even humans may be confused as to whether a comment is sarcastic or not [11]. This is further explained in [12] which demonstrated that a lot of effort is required to understand and interpret sarcasm.

Tsyr et al. [11] focused on an approach to identify sarcasm. By processing their finalised dataset through pattern-based and punctuation-based features (high frequency words and punctuations were used), they built a semi-supervised model. Results showed an overall good precision and recall. Punctuation usage decreased precision but had a slightly better recall. However, Peperman et al. [12] showed that the use of punctuation may be actually beneficial in recognising sarcasm. Their study, however, focused on examining the different uses and forms of the expression “Yeah right”; a very commonly used phrase that can be found in sarcastic sentences.

A similar concept to sarcasm is the use of negation; both are considered sentiment shifters as they have the ability to change the polarity of the sentence. Negation is usually utilized in SA, where many researchers use a list of keywords to process their data. Such keywords include: ‘no’, ‘not’, ‘–n’t’, ‘never’, ‘without’, etc. [13]. Hogenboom et al. [13] considered three different methods to determine negation and concluded that negating the sentiment of the first sentiment word following or around the negation keyword is the best approach as it significantly improves accuracy.

Furthermore, while studying conditional sentences by separating them into two clauses, Narayanan et al. [14] found that using a single classifier to determine the polarity of the whole sentence has slightly better results than classifying the two clauses separately.

Taking this into a broader perspective, it was pointed out that the usual assumption of researchers that a sentence only contains a single opinion is rarely true [15]. Specifically, a sentence can contain both positive and negative sentiment, each associated with a different aspect described in the sentence. In the same way, it does not make sense to assign a single label to a document, which is nothing more than a lot of sentences combined together. McDonald et al. as cited by [15] examined both document-level and sentence-level classification in an attempt to correct this by assigning labels to both sentences and the whole document. Training the classifier using both levels produced more accurate results for both levels of classification [15].

An approach to deal with sentences containing both positive and negative sentiment is to evaluate the dominant polarity of the sentence. This works; however, when faced with equal negative and positive opinions in the text, a different approach is needed. Despite the difficulty associated with the neutral polarity class, taking into consideration neutrality is a good solution to this problem. However, not all neutral statements indicate an equal amount of positive and negative opinions; they can also imply that no opinion is held. In general, many of the research papers ignore neutrality, making the problem easier [15]. In this report, neutrality expressed by people was considered as part of the analysis.

Apart from all the theories and concepts that help with recognising and categorising sentiment into different polarities (negative, neutral, positive), processing the data prior training is an important feature of SA. Since supervised learning methods are commonly used, a traditional approach of ‘cleaning’ the data is sometimes necessary to enhance the classifier’s performance. This involves eliminating punctuation, examining frequency of words or even taking into consideration negation.

As the name indicates, supervised machine learning methods use pre-labelled data to train the model using a specific classifier and then predict the label of some unseen data (testing data) of the same domain as the training data. A more detailed explanation of this can be found in [16]. This...
approach is a way to assess the accuracy and precision of the classifier in order to “establish the reliability of supervised machine learning methods” [17]. Fig. 1 provides a visual interpretation of how supervised learning works in the domain of SA. Dobbin & Simon [16] explored different ratios between training and testing sets and found that the optimal splitting is 2/3 training and 1/3 testing. However, they also discovered that the proportion of the training set can range between 40% and 80% and still be optimal based on a wide range of conditions.

Choosing the appropriate classifier is equally important. In this work, Naïve Bayes was used to classify text as negative, neutral or positive since it “tends to work well on text classifications” [18] and trains quicker than Support Vector Machines (SVM). On the other hand, SVM can “eliminate the need of feature selection” [19]. Other classifiers include Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt), which has the ability to “converge to a global optimum with respect to a training set” [20].

Review data are often preferred for SA since the use of informal language enables freedom in writing and is the closest form to the spoken language. They are considered as potentially invaluable sources of information as suggested by Dey & Haque [21]. Excessive use of exclamations or symbols that intend to show the emotions of the reviewer (emoticons) are examples of the informality. These can be found very possible when analysing sentiment [21]. Nevertheless, in order to build an accurate model, pre-processing is necessary. The aim is to minimise the noise in the text as much as possible [15]. In general, it has been found that punctuation, capital letters and stopwords do not offer extra information to the data as far as the machine learning method is concerned [22]. They are often eliminated in the pre-processing phase [23] to provide greater accuracy, but there are studies that chose to include them [24].

V. METHODS

We compared commercial tools against non-commercial tools in order to assess their suitability for the healthcare domain. Two tools of each category were chosen with the main difference being that non-commercial tools, in this report, were based on supervised learning algorithms, while commercial tools used an unknown proprietary algorithm. Even though sentiment analysis is not the primary use of the non-commercial tools, they are appropriate tools for sentiment classification. Supervised learning is a common classification method, used in [25] and [26] to classify sentiment.

The commercial tools used were Semantria (a Microsoft Excel add-in) and TheySay (www.thesay.io, an online sentiment analysis tools). The non-commercial tools used were WEKA (version 3.7.10) and Google Prediction API.

The dataset used included the responses to an online survey that evaluated an online healthcare information service. The design of the service was changed and a survey was administered to evaluate the effect on the user experience. The survey consisted of eight questions (a combination of open and closed-ended), which provided 165 responses in total. However, none of the questions were mandatory and due to missing information the data consisted of the 137 responses to the question: “What is your feedback on the changes to the website?” In addition, numerical ratings for the navigation and design of the website and overall satisfaction were used in the analysis. In general, participants used a scale of 1-5, 1 representing the most positive feedback for the relevant question.

A sentiment classification analysis of all the available responses was made using the four tools. Further examination on the data was done by using only single-sentence responses, after observing that these were more likely to contain a single opinion. An assumption was made that single sentences would be more clearly categorised to a specific class and therefore easier for any tool to extract their polarity. It was also assumed that training a model using only single sentences might improve the accuracy and reliability of the results.

A. Commercial Tools

The sentiment polarity of the responses was found using both commercial tools. This was done with a ‘click of a button’ as each response was inserted and classified within seconds. These are commercial products and are meant to be easy to use. After individually evaluating each tool, a comparison between them was made. However, the format of the results differed and hence they were transformed into a uniform format for comparison. TheySay provided three different percentages (adding-up to 100%) to represent how negative, neutral and positive each response is, while Semantria assigned only a single score, ranged between -2 and 2. Therefore, the outcome from Semantria was converted into a percentage (see Table 1) in order to be compared with the dominant polarity number of each response from TheySay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Range</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Range</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>add 2 to each group</td>
<td>divide the total 100% in equal group ranges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Percentage Range | 0% | 25% | 50% | 75% | 100% |

Fig. 1. Supervised classification [3].
**TABLE II.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Score Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>1 – 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>2.8 – 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>4.3 – 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III. NEUTRAL CLASSIFICATION GUIDELINES**

1. Any response that contained equal amount of positive and negative feedback. However, this was also dependent on the choice of words and how strong the negative or positive feedback was for the response.

2. Any response that stated facts. For example, the response “I am doing it for a friend with Anklosis Anklosing” does not express any kind of positive or negative opinion or thought. It simply states that the respondent is doing it for a friend with the particular disease. Similar responses were categorised as neutral.

3. Any response that was considered irrelevant for the website.

**TABLE IV. PROCEDURE FOLLOWED TO ANALYSE SENTIMENT BY GOOGLE PREDICTION API**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Google Prediction API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Pre-processing the data: Punctuation and capitals were removed. Strings were inserted into quotes and any words that had to remain together and not split by the system were connected using an underscore (_). The latter technique was used to account for negation, where words like ‘not’ were connected using an underscore with the following word [11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Import data into the tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Train the model using the training set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Test the model using the testing set and comparing the predictions with the pre-labelled responses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Perform a 4-fold cross validation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE V. PROCEDURE FOLLOWED TO ANALYSE SENTIMENT BY WEKA**

| WEKA | 1. Choose graphical user interface: “The Explorer” was used since we believe it is much easier to comprehend and manipulate than the other two user interfaces, “The Experimenter” and “The Knowledge Flow”. |
|      | 2. Import data into the tool. |
|      | 3. Pre-processing of the data: Punctuation, capitals and stopwords were removed. Alphabetically tokenizing the data was also considered to compensate for any failure in punctuation removal. |
|      | 4. Resample: Considered whether any resampling technique would positively influence the performance of the classifier, i.e. whether a balanced dataset (equal number of responses in each class) was preferred to an unbalanced one. |
|      | 5. Choose classifier: Naïve Bayes was used. |
|      | 6. Classify the model using a 4-fold cross validation. |

**TABLE VI. THE PROCESS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE A COMMON OUTPUT FROM EACH TOOL FOR COMPARISON PURPOSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantria</th>
<th>The single polarity suggested for each response was compared with the manually classified responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TheySay</td>
<td>The dominant polarity of each response was compared with the manually classified responses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Prediction API</td>
<td>The dominant polarity of each response, based on the highest value of classification (negative, neutral or positive) was compared with the manually classified responses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEKA</td>
<td>No action was needed. The output provided by WEKA is in the form of a single percentage representing the number of correct predictions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Non-Commercial Tools

The use of supervised learning required labelling the data before training. Hence, using the quantitative (closed-ended) questions of the survey, the average score of each response was calculated. Then, using a pre-defined scale shown in Table II, an initial label was assigned to each response. The labels were then manually checked to ensure they represented the correct final classification. If errors were found, the label was changed to the appropriate polarity class. For example, if the response ‘I love the website’ was classified as negative, it was changed to positive. The manual intervention was easy for positive and negative polarity responses, as these were more easily identified, than neutral responses. However, neutral classification guidelines were introduced to help with accurately evaluating the initial neutral labels. These guidelines can be found in Table III.

The labelled data were then randomly separated into training (75%) and testing (25%) sets. The training set was imported into the tool in order to create a model which was then tested using the testing set. The latter was done to check the accuracy of the predictions and the performance of the model. After that, cross validation followed to ensure the validity of the model. These were the major steps for both tools to analyse sentiment. However, the ordering and procedure was slightly different. Table IV and Table V show each tool’s process in analysing the data given.

C. Evaluation Methods

The four tools were evaluated in a consistent manner to establish their suitability for sentiment analysis in the healthcare information service domain. To achieve that, all results were compared with the baseline, i.e. the manually classified responses. The agreement between the predictions of the tool and the baseline was measured by the percentage of correctly classified responses, which was produced using (1).

\[
\text{Number of correctly predicted responses} \times 100\% \quad \text{Total number of responses} \quad (1)
\]

Table VI shows the process needed to achieve a common output from each tool using the baseline.

VI. RESULTS

An overview of the survey responses is shown in Fig. 2.

As stated, pre-labelling the survey responses was mandatory since non-commercial tools were trained using supervised learning. The manually derived classification results (Fig. 3) were therefore used as a baseline to be compared with the results of the four tools. This ensured a consistent and accurate comparison between the four tools.

A. Commercial Tools

The classification results of the commercial tools (Fig. 4) point out the difference between each commercial tools' internal algorithm. It seems that negativity and neutrality are classified differently by the two tools. Semantria showed a clear tendency in assigning a neutral label to the responses, while TheySay favoured the negative class. Using the manually classified responses (Fig. 3) as a benchmark, we could say that TheySay performed better since the results produced are closer to the benchmark as far as the proportion of negative, neutral and positive statements are concerned. However, this could also be due to misclassification. Further statistical tests make this clearer.

Despite the classification differences, the two commercial tools provided different features to complement the results. For example, Semantria was only able to identify entities responsible for the polarity of 31 responses. However, this was not very accurate. For example, ‘cancer’ was recognised as a quote. This might be due to the nature of the survey and the fact that a lot of the entities were specific features of the website. Also the topic was predefined and the pronoun ‘it’ was used to refer to the website. On the other hand, TheySay offers an in-depth analysis by considering the following features: POS recognition, comparison detection, humour detection, speculation analysis, risk analysis, intent analysis, named entity recognition, shallow chunk parsing and dependency parsing. In general, the features were accurate and provided interesting insights on the data, particularly the POS and comparison detection features. However, this report emphasizes in classifying sentiment and hence, the features of

\[
\text{Manually Classified Responses}
\]

![Fig. 3. Results of the manually classified survey responses](image_url)
each tool described above were not considered as part of our analysis. Furthermore, TheySay appeared to be case-sensitive since it was not able to identify the negativity associated with the word ‘can’t’ while adding the missing apostrophe, the overall classification changed.

B. Non-Commercial Tools

Importing the data into the two non-commercial tools required a different procedure. However, a consistency was kept between the number of negative, neutral and positive responses in the training sets used for the two tools. Furthermore, a 4-fold cross validation was used to measure the accuracy of the predictions of the non-commercial tools. This was done manually for Google Prediction API, where the average of the four folds was used as an indication of the tool’s accuracy, as in (2), while cross validation was available within the WEKA tool.

\[
\text{Accuracy} \frac{1}{k} + \text{Accuracy} 2 + \ldots + \text{Accuracy} k
\]

where \( \text{Accuracy} 1 \) is the accuracy of Fold 1, \( \text{Accuracy} 2 \) is the accuracy of Fold 2, and so on.

Resampling also considered in the WEKA tool due to the anomalies that existed among the three different classes (negative responses were more in number than the other two types of responses). Resampling showed significant improvements for the classifier’s performance; precision was increased by an average of 10% and accuracy by an average of 6%. However, it was decided not to consider resampling at all due to the rather small size of the dataset. A 4-fold cross validation was used to verify the model using the Naïve Bayes classifier. MaxEnt and SVM, which are a more suitable fit for sentiment analysis according to Pang et. al. [24], are not available in WEKA. Nonetheless, Naïve Bayes performed well. It would be interesting to examine the difference between the three classifiers on data from the healthcare information service domain.

VII. EVALUATION

Table VII shows the classification results of the four tools when compared with the baseline. With 82.35% accuracy, WEKA evidently produced the most precise predictions. It also proved more accurate when analysing single-sentence responses (70% compared with 54% of Google Prediction API). Furthermore, it is interesting to see that TheySay exceeded WEKA in terms of accuracy of single-sentence responses.

We used the F-measure weighted average and the kappa statistic to account for the reliability and performance of the classifiers used among the four tools (Table VIII). Cohen’s kappa statistic provides a numerical rating for the reliability of the agreement of two entities, whereby agreement due to chance is factored out. In our case, the agreement between the manual classified survey responses and each tool’s classification results is measured [27]. Cohen’s kappa takes values between -1 and 1, with 1 indicating perfect agreement, -1 indicating perfect disagreement and 0 indicating that any agreement is due to chance.

A kappa statistic of 0.574 indicated a high correlation between the manual classified responses and the prediction of the WEKA tool. In addition, the weighted average F-measure (0.809) of WEKA suggested the high performance associated with the tool and hence proved that it is the most reliable tool when compared with the other three tools. It is also worth mentioning that the F-measure of Google Prediction API (0.628) is lower than the F-measure of TheySay (0.678). Furthermore, the kappa statistic (0.220) of Google Prediction API is the lowest among all the tools. This comes as a surprise since Google Prediction API is a non-commercial.

The weighted average F-measure and the kappa statistic were produced using each tool’s confusion matrix, found in Tables IX – XII. It is observed that the majority of negative
responses were predicted correctly by Google Prediction API, TheySay and WEKA, while an equal amount of negative responses was classified as negative and neutral by Semantria. Examining the wrongly classified responses, the performance of WEKA (18 wrong responses) seems relatively better compared with the other tools, following with Google Prediction API (39 wrong responses). Furthermore, neutral responses were misclassified as either negative or positive, which proves the difficulty in identifying neutral statements. Reasons why this may have happened is that Semantria, for instance, emphasises on words to extract sentiment and hence, any spelling mistakes can easily affect the polarity. Also, it was noticed that it lacks knowledge of common phrases that contribute the polarity of each response. In addition, large, explanatory responses create confusion for TheySay which sometimes leads to incorrect judgements.

Observing Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the high precision\(^2\) and recall\(^3\) values (obtained using the table of confusion\(^4\)) associated with WEKA indicate the reliability of the tool. The commercial tools have a slight advantage over WEKA for negative precision and positive recall. However, the difference is insignificant.

![Comparison of Precision](image1)

**Fig. 5.** Comparison of precision among the four tools

![Comparison of Recall](image2)

**Fig. 6.** Comparison of recall among the four tools

\(2\) Precision = \(\frac{TP}{TP + FP}\)

\(3\) Recall = \(\frac{TP}{TP + FN}\)

\(4\) The table of confusion is created by measuring the number of True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN) for each class independently. For example, the table of confusion for Semantria’s positive class would consist of the following values:

\[TP = 19\quad FP = 5\quad TN = 93\quad FN = 20\]

### TABLE IX. SEMANTRIA’S CONFUSION MATRIX USING ALL RESPONSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th>Actual Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrongly classified responses = 67

### TABLE X. THEYSAY’S CONFUSION MATRIX USING ALL RESPONSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th>Actual Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrongly classified responses = 43

### TABLE XI. GOOGLE PREDICTION API’S CONFUSION MATRIX USING ALL RESPONSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th>Actual Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrongly classified responses = 39

### TABLE XII. WEKA’S CONFUSION MATRIX USING ALL RESPONSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th>Actual Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrongly classified responses = 18
VIII. CONCLUSION

The aim of the project was to assess the difficulty of analysing sentiment in the healthcare domain. Commercial (non-configurable) and non-commercial (configurable) tools were evaluated on their ability to accurately extract sentiment from a healthcare context. The domain of healthcare information services was reviewed since it uses one of the most complex languages, mostly due to the abbreviations associated. The four systems selected were used to classify 137 responses from an online survey (provided by UXLabs) as positive, neutral or negative.

The results produced showed that the non-commercial tools, especially WEKA, performed best on our data. However, to generalise further from this we should ideally include a greater number of tools and use a larger dataset. It was also observed that punctuation usage, capital letters and stopwords do not impact the accuracy of the sentiment classification, as suggested by Aggarwal & Zhai [22]. Unlike most researchers, we included a neutral class in our analysis. It was found that neutrality is indeed a difficult concept to examine, which is why most researchers tend to ignore this category. Problems were faced by both human and tools when classifying neutral responses. Using a larger number of judges would provide more trustworthy results.

The end result of the four tools was a polarity label (positive, neutral or negative) for each response. Therefore, we were able to conduct a comparison based on a baseline created from the quantitative part of the survey. However, the process and algorithm used to reach the final result differ from tool to tool. This allowed us to make recommendations for each tool based on the requirements of the potential user (see Table XIII).

Our initial hypothesis that commercial tools would outperform non-commercial tools was disproven. However, the modest number of tools examined allows for future work to challenge these findings. For example, Viralheat (a commercial tool that allows training a sentiment classifier on user-supplied data on the social web) and TextBlob (a non-adaptive non-commercial sentiment analyser that uses a classification model that was trained on movie review corpus) would be good additions. The selection of tools was originally concluded based on popularity of use. Semantria and WEKA are widely used tools for sentiment analysis and classification [28, 29, 30, and 31]. In order to achieve a reliable comparison of the selection set, we were searching for tools that worked in a similar way as WEKA (machine learning) and Semantria (‘click of a button’ results). TheySay was preferred among other commercial tools due to its user-friendly interface. Similarly, Google Prediction API served a good second non-commercial tool by providing straightforward guidelines.

It was interesting to observe the results of single-sentence analysis. Both non-commercial tools experienced a decrease in accuracy and precision, which was expected since fewer data were provided for learning. Google Prediction API experienced 18% decrease in accuracy, while WEKA only 10%. Pre-labelling each sentence as well as the whole response, as suggested by McDonald et. al. as cited by [15], might improve the accuracy. Further work can be done to investigate this claim from a healthcare perspective.

Through the analysis of the data, we observed that negativity might be associated with long reviews. This is an interesting theory that could be studied in the future. Also, using different classifiers, such as SVM and MaxEnt, could improve the results produced by WEKA. Using different classifiers will of course have an effect on accuracy. In fact, even though tools have a variety of applications, the examination of different classifiers could be more beneficial in defining the accuracy of the predictions. Due to the tools’ features, we could not account for this.

Basing our evaluation on the diversity of the tools used, we suggest that non-commercial tools are recommended for users that are willing to spare the extra time to achieve precision and accuracy. Although specific recommendations are provided for the use of each tool, WEKA was shown to be the best tool overall for our data.

TABLE XIII. RECOMMENDATIONS OF EACH TOOL BASED ON USER REQUIREMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semantria</td>
<td>• It is particularly recommended for business use since consumer insights can be discovered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It can improve the decision-making process and ensure that better customer service will be achieved by tracking down feedback to the little details through the use of queries, especially negative feedback, where the origin of the problem can be found.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits:</td>
<td>Sentiment analysis can be developed in several ways therefore, it allows the discovery of patterns and trends in the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TheySay</td>
<td>• It can aid businesses be better prepared for competition (comparative expressions are detected) and deal with sarcastic comments (humour detection) that harm reputation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits:</td>
<td>It takes into consideration a variety of features that improve the performance of the algorithm, like POS analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>• It involves a time-consuming procedure and hence it is recommended for people that are willing to spare the extra time to achieve precision and accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>Benefits: It is very straightforward to use since guidelines are available in the tool’s website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEKA</td>
<td>• It could be considered the most suitable for sentiment analysis (extraction and classification) in a healthcare domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits:</td>
<td>It provides an extensive analysis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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